Quiet and Contemporary 4 Bedroom Pool Villa
5,500,000 THB
A peaceful and relaxing pool villa for sale in one of the most popular project of Hua Hin. Oﬀering privacy and features your
own pool to enjoy the ambiance of outdoor tropical living. This single ﬂoor pool villa sets on a plot of 360 sqm. and the
interior is 175 sq.m. Featuring 4 air conditioned bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. All bedrooms are ﬁtted with double bed and
wardrobe. There are large living room with lovely furnitures and combined with the L-shaped European kitchen. The kitchen
is fully equipped with built-in appliance, lots of counter space, many wooden cabinets for storage, and there is nice wooden
table/counter nearby for easily dining.
Outside you will ﬁnd a gorgeous private pool with Jacuzzi and also has built over seating area. Next to the pool area, there is
a covered terrace which is outﬁtted for outdoor entertaining with your family.
Welcome to Orchid Paradise Homes, the lovely villa project set a midst stunning mountains close to Hua Hin city center. Our
private resort-homes combine leisure, investment and vacation in perfect harmony; here permanent residents and
holidaymakers live together as neighbors surrounded by lush tropical nature less than 15 minutes from Hua Hin city center
and beautiful beaches.
Orchid Paradise Homes has something for everyone; those who wish to enjoy the privacy and tranquility in their own
spacious garden and large swimming pool or others who prefer a more lively atmosphere in the common area / club house
with BBQ, swimming pool with water slide, restaurant and bar.Orchid Paradise Homes has always room for children, and
families with kids will enjoy the fun and friendly surroundings. If golf is your favourite pastime, Hua Hin sports more than 10
golf courses and Orchid Paradise Homes is located just 5 kilometers from the internationally renown Black Mountain golf
course and Water Park. Here you also have the opportunity to try water skiing and wakeboarding in the brand new cable

park.
The house is sold fully furnished as shown in picture.
***Please ask for more information or to arrange a viewing***
Property ID: HS884902836
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